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Context. The improvements made in the last couple of decades in the requirements engineering (RE) processes and methods have witnessed a rapid rise in effectively using diverse machine learning (ML) techniques to resolve several multifaceted RE issues. One such challenging issue is the effective identification and classification of the software requirements on Stack Overflow (SO) for building quality systems. The appropriateness of ML-based techniques to tackle this issue has revealed quite substantial results, much effective than those produced by the usual available natural language processing (NLP) techniques. Nonetheless, a complete, systematic, and detailed comprehension of these ML based techniques is considerably scarce. Objective. To identify or recognize and classify the kinds of ML algorithms used for software requirements identification primarily on SO. Method. This paper reports a systematic literature review (SLR) collecting empirical evidence published up to May 2020. Results. This SLR study found 2,484 published papers related to RE and SO. The data extraction process of the SLR showed that (1) Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling is among the widely used ML algorithm in the selected studies and (2) precision and recall are amongst the most commonly utilized evaluation methods for measuring the performance of these ML algorithms. Conclusion. Our SLR study revealed that while ML algorithms have phenomenal capabilities of identifying the software requirements on SO, they still are confronted with various open problems/issues that will eventually limit their practical applications and performances. Our SLR study calls for the need of close collaboration venture between the RE and ML communities/researchers to handle the open issues confronted in the development of some real world machine learning-based quality systems.

1. Introduction

The RE activity is steered in the very first phase of software development lifecycle and plays a very pivotal role in ensuring the development of quality and secure software systems [1, 2]. There are various activities (i.e., elicitation, specification, validation, and management) associated with it that need to be effectively performed to somehow guarantee developing a quality software [1–8]. There has been a rapid surge in the RE community of effectively using the diverse online user feedback offered on various social media/online platforms, for instance, the Stack Overflow Q&A site [9], Twitter, bug reporting systems, and mobile app stores (i.e., Google’s Play Store and Apple’s Play Store) [10] as amongst the latent and rich sources of diverse user requirements [11, 12]. SO Q&A online programming community is commonly used by diverse programmers for learning, problem solving, and sharing knowledge on various issues of software development. For instance, the posts of SO can be about pursuing assistance on programming issues/problems, stating a bug in a software development tool, and requesting or recommending new software.
requirements (both functional requirements (FRs) and nonfunctional requirements (NFRs)) omitted in the software development tool, which were totally overlooked previously [13].

Normally software requirements are of two types, namely, FRs and NFRs. The research work on the difference between FRs and NFRs is defined and well known; however, the automatic identification and classification of the software requirements stated in different natural language is still a huge challenge [14–21]. The problem situation becomes more complicated and worst when identifying software requirements from the Q&A on SO (unstructured text) [13, 22, 23]. In addition, some other reasons which make this task problematic are the diversity of stakeholders, difference in the terminologies used, structures of the sentences, and the language used to specify the same kind of requirements [14, 24]. These high levels of inconsistencies and the unstructuredness of the Q&A posts text data on SO make the automatic identification and classification more intricate and challenging [13].

To overcome this complex challenge, several RE researchers have suggested software requirements extraction methods or techniques through using and integrating various ML algorithms applicable in several domains: for instance, effectively eliciting software requirements from the Q&A posts text on SO [22, 23], software requirements elicitation from the documents [12], and automatically classifying user requests in diverse crowd sourced requirements [11]. The results obtained from using these different ML algorithms/techniques for software requirements identification/extraction are significant and more specifically for the SO platform. Nonetheless, a complete, systematic, and detailed comprehension of these emerging ML based techniques for identification or recognition of software requirements on SO is currently unavailable in the existing literature [13]. This SLR study is aimed at filling this gap for both researchers and practitioners’ community.

For this SLR study, we have thoroughly followed the systematic literature review (SLR) method as our primary research method [25, 26], with the aim of identifying and classifying the available empirical evidence about the use of emerging ML methods or algorithms for diverse software requirements identification on the SO platform. Our SLR work is aimed at identifying various types of machine learning algorithms or techniques that have been properly utilized to identify the diverse software requirements on the SO, their working, and evaluation mechanisms. These outcomes will ultimately help and enable us to recognize the main complex issues and challenges that need to be properly tackled to enhance the working capabilities of the different machine learning based techniques. The specific contributions of our SLR study worth mentioning are as follows.

Contribution 1: detecting and categorizing the type of software requirements (RQ1) and ML algorithms or techniques used for identifying diverse software requirements on the SO (RQ2)

Contribution 2: identifying the processes (RQ3) and the performance evaluations of the used ML algorithms (RQ4)

Contribution 3: identifying and collecting basic demographic data, for instance, active researchers (DQ1), types of organizations (DQ2) and countries involved (DQ3), and the most frequently reported publication venues (DQ4)

Contribution 4: collecting diverse evidence giving a centralized source to facilitate the research

The goal of our SLR work is broad enough so we divided it into the set of different research questions (RQs) specified as follows.

RQ1: what types of software requirements identified or reported in the selected studies?

RQ2: what are the types of ML algorithms that have been used for identifying software requirements on SO in the selected studies? Do the ML based approaches outperform the non-ML based approaches? Are there any ML based techniques that considerably outperform the other ML based techniques?

RQ3: what are the types of procedures the reported machine learning algorithms use to identify software requirements on SO?

RQ4: what are the methods utilized to assess the performance of the machine learning algorithms applied in the selected studies? What are the performance outcomes of the reported ML algorithms?

The remainder of the research paper is organized as follows: Section 2 basically describes all the related work. The research methodology followed for this study is explained comprehensively in Section 3. In Section 4, we briefly presented the main results and discussion of the SLR study. Section 5 briefly summarizes the key findings, limitations, and open challenges identified in our SLR study. The different types of the validity threats of the SLR study are
discussed in detail in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses briefly how the key findings of our SLR study can be further effectively used by the researchers and practitioners in their future research endeavors.

2. Related Work

As per our knowledge till now, there is no single SLR study performed on utilizing machine learning algorithms or techniques for identifying software requirements on the SO online Q&A website. There are some surveys available on the SO [13, 31], but as of now none of them are related in any way to ML algorithms or methods for detecting/identifying software requirements on the SO online Q&A website.

In 2018, Ahmad et al. [13] performed an ad hoc literature review, by selecting 166 research papers on the SO that were mainly classified about software development life cycle from the start of the SO website till the year 2016 positively. They categorized the studies on SO platform into two: “SO design and usage” and “SO content applications.” This categorization not only gives detailed comprehensions to the SO Q&A forum or platform providers about the possible limitations in the design and usage of such platforms but also offers ways to address them in the days to come. It also empowers software programmers to utilize such platforms for the recognized underutilized different tasks of software development lifecycle, e.g., software requirements specification, design, analysis, and validation.

Similarly, the work of Baltadzhieva and Chrupała [31] thoroughly reviewed and analyzed various questions quality posted on diverse community question answering (CQA) websites like SO. Besides, they pointed out the different metrics through which the quality of the posted questions can be identified, which in large ultimately lead to affecting the question quality.

There are various other surveys available [32–34] that are performed for identifying ML algorithms used for recognizing, collecting, and categorizing/classifying the nonfunctional requirements in software documents. In 2013, Meth et al. [32] conducted an SLR on investigating the works on automated requirements elicitation. They selected 36 primary papers published between January 1992 and March 2012. They categorized the identified works through an analysis framework, including tool categorization, technological concepts, and assessment approaches.

Later on, Binkhonain and Zahou [33] conducted an SLR on ML algorithms for identifying and classifying NFRs. They have selected 24 primary studies published. The key findings of their work revealed that ML approaches could identify and classify NFRs, but they still have many challenges that need more attention. Recently, Iqbal et al. [34] presented a survey on ML algorithms and requirements engineering. They provided a bird’s-eye view of how ML algorithms are aiding different requirements engineering activities. The results revealed that the impact of ML algorithms could be found in different phases of RE lifecycle, e.g., software requirements elicitation, analysis, specification, validation, and management.

Besides, there are some surveys, SLR’s, and systematic mapping studies done in other areas on sentiment analysis of scientific citations [35], data preprocessing methods for class imbalance problem [36], ML algorithms or techniques based software development effort estimation models [37], usability in agile software development [38, 39], and requirements prioritization [40], among others.

Unlike the different related works cited above, our study is focused on identifying and classifying ML algorithms or techniques used for identifying diverse software requirements on the SO only. We have selected 12 primary studies for our SLR work published until May 2020. Thus, we are the first to perform a comprehensive SLR study aimed at identifying, reviewing, summarizing, assessing, and thoroughly reporting the diverse works of ML algorithms or techniques for identifying diverse software requirements on the SO.

3. SLR Research Methodology

There has been a rapid surge in the popularity of using the Evidence-Based Software Engineering (EBSE) among researchers due to the applicability of systematic literature review (SLR) in various domains [41–43]. The key goal of the SLR study is to systematically identify, classify, and thoroughly synthesize any new evidence based on the data extracted from the selected research publications.

We conducted a comprehensive SLR study, thoroughly following the systematic guidelines defined and stated in [25, 26, 44–46], with the aim of identifying and classifying the types of machine learning algorithms or techniques used for identifying the software requirements on the Stack Overflow. The steps of the SLR research method encompassed the following activities:

(1) Planning for the SLR study (the SLR protocol):
   - (a) Proper definition of the research goals and the set of different research questions
   - (b) Description of the strategies for search, selection, and data extraction processes
   - (c) Identification and description of potential validity threats
   - (d) Tasks allocation and assignment (roles and responsibilities of every researcher involved)

(2) Conducting the SLR study (executing the SLR protocol):
   - (a) Thoroughly searching for the primary studies
   - (b) Selecting cautiously the relevant primary studies
   - (c) Data extraction and thorough analysis of the selected primary studies to produce a classification schema (the map)

(3) Reporting the SLR results:
   - The initial findings of our SLR study have been published previously in a conference [47]; since then, the research questions have been added (demographic research questions) and modified a little bit (specifically RQ2 and RQ4). In addition, we
have also added snowballing search strategy [48] as a complementary strategy in addition to the automated electronic data sources with the aim of not overlooking any relevant paper. Basically, the conference paper just reported the initial findings with no detailed analysis of the results. In this work we have deeply assessed all the findings of the research questions, reported the key findings and limitations, and discussed the open challenges for future researchers. The subsequent subsections give comprehensive information regarding the main activities of the SLR protocol used.

3.1. Goal and Research Questions. The key research goal of our SLR study is to recognize or identify and classify or categorize the different types of machine learning algorithms or techniques used for identifying the software requirements on the Stack Overflow.

The goal of our SLR work is broad enough, so we divided it into the set of different research questions (RQs) specified in Table 1.

We also collected evidence to answer some interesting demographic questions (DQs) as suggested in [44–46] associated with the identification of the most actively participating researchers, organizations affiliations (academia or industry), and countries, as well as the top publication venues. Table 2 presents briefly the description of every DQ.

3.2. Search Strategy (EDS and Snowballing Method). The EBSE technique is totally dependent on the approach of identifying, collecting, and summarizing all the existing empirical evidence. Nonetheless, it is quite hard to fully ensure that all the existing empirical evidence was recognized; we ultimately need to abate the validity threat of not relying on single search strategy [49]. Therefore, two diverse search approaches, i.e., EDS and snowballing, were considered, with the aim of complementing each other, retrieving the highest number (recall) of potentially relevant studies (precision). The relevant experts on the RE and Stack Overflow areas validated the diverse search strategies.

The search was thoroughly performed in four diverse electronic data sources (EDS), namely, the ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Scopus, and Web of Science (WoS), respectively [50, 51]. These different EDS ensure including the diverse main venues (i.e., conference proceedings, workshops, and journals) specifically in the field of Software Engineering [52, 53]. The automated search strings were developed from the combination of the key terms extracted from our defined research questions, keywords from the different research publications retrieved by a pilot search, and the list of synonyms.

The initial set of search terms were integrated and adopted to the particular EDS with the help of using the “AND” (if allowed) and “OR” (if allowed) logical operators wherever possible. We conducted several search rounds in the diverse EDS until we accomplished the best balance between precision and recall measures. Table 3 presents the set of final selected search strings, adapted to each of the four electronic data sources, respectively. The automated search strategy was carried out on 23/08/2019 and successfully retrieved 1,073 results only.

We also performed both backward and forward snowballing search methodology as outlined in [48, 54] in addition to the automated electronic databases search strategy on 27/05/2020. To start the snowballing process, the 12 primary studies were used as initial seeds that were selected from the automated search strategy. In the snowballing process, it is vital to consider only the suitable or relevant research studies, so to ensure this, we adopted a top-down sequential process to include only the relevant research papers for each stage of the new iteration. To guarantee the relevance, we also performed the data extraction with the aim that the preselected papers were suitable for answering the defined research questions. All those papers were selected as the new seeds for the next stage or iteration of the snowballing process which passed the data extraction criterion.

Finally, the snowballing process retrieved 1,411 papers and ended the process at the third iteration with no new primary papers found. To minimize the possible biasness, two of the authors individually conducted the selection of the papers, and a third author carefully reviewed the data generated from every iteration, integrated the individual outcomes, and thoroughly assessed them for any disagreements. Tables 4 and 5, respectively, present the outputs of the two adopted search approaches for the SLR study.

3.3. Research Paper Selection Criteria (Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria). The selection process primarily consists of two tasks: a principally perfect definition of both inclusion and exclusion criteria and truly applying these definite benchmarks to select the pertinent primary research studies [55, 56]. As inclusion and exclusion are principally two conflicting activities, we chose to categorically focus our efforts on the exclusion criterion, by outlining a clear set of criteria, both objectively and subjectively appropriate. The former one does not cause any sort of threat to the validity, and, henceforth, its application is much easier and simpler. While applying the very first exclusion criterion, specifically, those related to the language and duplicity assisted us to remove irrelevant data quite rapidly. For this SLR study, the following objective exclusion criteria were applied to all the retrieved papers:

(a) Exclusion criterion 1: research papers not written in English language
(b) Exclusion criterion 2: short research papers (less than four pages in length)
(c) Exclusion criterion 3: research papers not published in peer-reviewed publication venues
(d) Exclusion criterion 4: research papers that are not a primary research study (secondary and tertiary research studies)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exclusion criterion 1</th>
<th>Exclusion criterion 2</th>
<th>Exclusion criterion 3</th>
<th>Exclusion criterion 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>research papers not written in English language</td>
<td>short research papers (less than four pages in length)</td>
<td>research papers not published in peer-reviewed publication venues</td>
<td>research papers that are not a primary research study (secondary and tertiary research studies)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also performed both backward and forward snowballing search methodology as outlined in [48, 54] in addition to the automated electronic databases search strategy on 27/05/2020. To start the snowballing process, the 12 primary studies were used as initial seeds that were selected from the automated search strategy. In the snowballing process, it is vital to consider only the suitable or relevant research studies, so to ensure this, we adopted a top-down sequential process to include only the relevant research papers for each stage of the new iteration. To guarantee the relevance, we also performed the data extraction with the aim that the preselected papers were suitable for answering the defined research questions. All those papers were selected as the new seeds for the next stage or iteration of the snowballing process which passed the data extraction criterion.

Finally, the snowballing process retrieved 1,411 papers and ended the process at the third iteration with no new primary papers found. To minimize the possible biasness, two of the authors individually conducted the selection of the papers, and a third author carefully reviewed the data generated from every iteration, integrated the individual outcomes, and thoroughly assessed them for any disagreements. Tables 4 and 5, respectively, present the outputs of the two adopted search approaches for the SLR study.

3.3. Research Paper Selection Criteria (Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria). The selection process primarily consists of two tasks: a principally perfect definition of both inclusion and exclusion criteria and truly applying these definite benchmarks to select the pertinent primary research studies [55, 56]. As inclusion and exclusion are principally two conflicting activities, we chose to categorically focus our efforts on the exclusion criterion, by outlining a clear set of criteria, both objectively and subjectively appropriate. The former one does not cause any sort of threat to the validity, and, henceforth, its application is much easier and simpler. While applying the very first exclusion criterion, specifically, those related to the language and duplicity assisted us to remove irrelevant data quite rapidly. For this SLR study, the following objective exclusion criteria were applied to all the retrieved papers:

(a) Exclusion criterion 1: research papers not written in English language
(b) Exclusion criterion 2: short research papers (less than four pages in length)
(c) Exclusion criterion 3: research papers not published in peer-reviewed publication venues
(d) Exclusion criterion 4: research papers that are not a primary research study (secondary and tertiary research studies)
Table 1: Description of the research questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research question</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1: what are the types of software requirements that are identified or reported</td>
<td>The different types of software requirements are functional requirements (FRs) and nonfunctional requirements (NFRs), or others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in the selected studies?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2: what are the types of ML algorithms that have been used for identifying</td>
<td>To identify all the techniques or methods (algorithms) used in the selected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software requirements on SO in the selected studies? Do the ML based approaches</td>
<td>primary studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outperform the non-ML based approaches? Are there any ML based techniques that</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>considerably outperform the other ML based techniques?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3: what are the types of procedures the reported machine learning algorithms</td>
<td>To know all the processes (natural language processing); those are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use to identify software requirements on SO?</td>
<td>used in the selected primary studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ4: what are the methods utilized to assess the performance of the machine</td>
<td>To know the different performance evaluation criteria applied in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning algorithms applied in the selected studies? What are the performance</td>
<td>selected primary studies, their results, strengths, and weaknesses,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outcomes of the reported ML algorithms?</td>
<td>respectively.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Descriptions of the demographic questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic questions</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DQ1: who are the most actively participating researchers?</td>
<td>All authors, ordered by the number of papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DQ2: which organizations are the most active?</td>
<td>Based on the affiliations of all the authors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DQ3: which countries are the most active based on authors affiliations?</td>
<td>Based on the affiliations of all the authors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DQ4: which are the top venues for the publications?</td>
<td>Type (conference, journal, or workshop) and the name of the publishing venue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Set of search strings, adapted to each of the EDS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EDS</th>
<th>Search strings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACM Digital Library</td>
<td>(acmdlTitle: (+requirements + NFR + quality + functional + non-functional) OR acmdlTitle: (Stackoverflow stack overflow)) and recordAbstract: (algorithm techniques “machine learning”) OR keywords.author.keyword: (+requirements + stackoverflow + functional + non-functional + FR + NFR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web of Science (WoS)</td>
<td>TI = (“requirements engineering” OR “NFR” OR “non-functional requirements” OR “quality requirements” OR “functional requirements”) AND TS = (Stack overflow OR Stackoverflow OR “machine learning” OR algorithms OR techniques) and language: (english) refined by: web of science categories: (computer science software engineering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scopus</td>
<td>TITLE(“requirements engineering” OR NFR OR non-functional OR functional OR quality) and TITLE-ABS-KEY (stack overflow OR stackoverflow OR “machine learning” OR techniques OR algorithms) AND (LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, “COMP”)) AND (LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE, “English”))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e) Exclusion criterion 5: any kind of grey literature (books, presentations, poster sessions, forewords, talks, editorials, tutorials, panels, keynotes, etc.)

(f) Exclusion criterion 6: all sorts of research thesis whether Ph.D. or master or bachelor theses

It is obvious that subjective criteria are very complex to address adequately in any SLR study including this one. They are prone to create biasness into the SLR study, and, thus, a predefined protocol principally needs to be applied with the aim of minimizing this threat. On the contrary, applying these criteria might also lead to a substantial reduction in the number of research papers to consider as being relevant. For this SLR study, the authors applied the two exclusion criteria described as follows:

(a) Not focus: research studies not related to any of the RE activities on the Stack Overflow

(b) Out of scope: research studies not related to any of the RE phases of software development lifecycle

Any research paper not excluded by the aforementioned criteria was deemed relevant and included in the set of final selected primary research studies. The authors primarily adopted a top-down method to the application of these criteria on the research papers. In the first stage, some metadata information such as the title, abstract, and keywords of the research paper was taken into consideration. If these data were not sufficient to exclude any research paper at hand, then the authors reviewed the full text of the research publication, more specifically the introduction.
To handle appropriately with any disagreements, the authors primarily followed the inclusive criteria as systematically suggested in [44] and described in detail in Table 6. The authors excluded a research publication at hand only when both of the reviewers agreed (category “F”) or marked the research publication as the borderline (category “E”).

The complete diagrammatic flow of both the searches performed (EDS and Snowballing), detailed systematic selection processes and the outcome of every task of the SLR study are reflected in Figure 1. A final set of 12 research papers was selected for this SLR study (the detailed list with full bibliographic references is provided in Table 7). Besides, the details of the quality assessment criterion adopted for the SLR study are described in the next section.

### 3.4. Quality Assessment Criteria

For any research publication to pass the defined selection phase, a comprehensive quality assessment criterion was defined. The authors defined principally “4” quality assessment criteria questions to assess the rigorousness, reliability, and significance of the relevant studies as suggested by [6, 57–59] for the research paper as shown in Table 8. Thus, a research study which accomplished a quality score of “4” was thus considered in the final selection.

### 3.5. Data Extraction Process

To minimize any sort of biasness in the data extraction process, one of the authors developed a comprehensive data extraction form (DEF) in the spread sheet format. The DEF (see Table 9) was mainly used to extract and store the data for each of the selected research studies. The rest of the authors thoroughly reviewed, improved, and agreed upon the DEF before properly starting the data extraction process. The proper use of the DEF facilitates a detailed, systematic, explicit, and consistent approach to conduct the data extraction process of an SLR study [60, 61].

### 4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the authors present and discuss briefly the results of the SLR study. For each of the RQs, the authors instigate them with a summary of the most noteworthy results, a discussion about the most relevant facets, and, based on them, a suggestion of some explanatory hypotheses.

#### Table 4: Automated searching in EDS results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Works retrieved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACM Digital Library</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Xplore</td>
<td>481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scopus</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web of Science</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 5: Snowballing method search results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Snowballing iterations</th>
<th>Number of seeds</th>
<th>Number of citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First iteration</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second iteration</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third iteration</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>1,411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 6: Dealing with disagreements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reviewer</th>
<th>Include</th>
<th>Uncertain</th>
<th>Exclude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer X</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer Y</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Figure 1: Summary of the searches and selection processes of the SLR study.
4.1. RQ1: What Are the Types of Software Requirements Identified or Reported in the Selected Studies? For the data extraction process, the authors started with a preestablished classification scheme of software requirements to group the types of reported software requirements. The classification scheme includes primarily two types of software requirements: that is, functional requirements (FRs) and non-functional requirements (NFRs). The authors found direct evidence about the presence of both types of software requirements, FRs and NFRs, on the SO. The authors identified seven primary papers (S01, S03, S07, S09, S10, S11, and S12) related to functional requirements and five studies (S02, S04, S05, S06, and S08) related to non-functional requirements identified on the SO, as depicted in Table 10. Table 7 shows the full list of selected papers.

The majority (approx. 58.33%) of the selected primary studies specifically focused on extracting functional requirements (FRs) related to general software development tools. Some examples of the identified and extracted FRs questions were about extracting developers’ needs of Eclipse IDE tools (e.g., S01), suggesting features (e.g., S03), reporting issues (e.g., S07), and requesting new features (e.g., S09, S10, S11, and S12) among others. The remaining approximately 41.66% of the selected primary studies, identified the non-functional requirements (NFRs) on the SO. Some examples of the identified/recognized NFRs were primarily related to the mobile application development tools (e.g., S02, S04, S06, and S08) and the web (e.g., S05).

4.2. RQ2: What Are the Types of ML Algorithms That Have Been Used for Identifying Software Requirements on SO in the Selected Studies? Do the ML-Based Approaches Outperform the Non-ML-Based Approaches? Are There Any ML-Based Techniques That Considerably Outperform the Other ML-Based Techniques? There is a plethora of diverse machine learning algorithms and techniques available for text processing; however, they can be classified primarily into two main categories named as the supervised learning (SL) and the unsupervised learning (USL) algorithms/techniques. The aim of the supervised learning algorithm is to deduce a function from the labelled training comprised of data instances and the anticipated outcome value for each of the instances. Then, the inferred function could be utilized to predict the label for all the hidden data instances [63]. On the contrary, the unsupervised learning algorithm deduces a function to specify the unseen structure of the unlabelled data [63]. Hence, it explores the data for similar patterns,
and then grouping (clustering) of the similar instances is produced. Besides, there is another type called the semi-supervised learning (SSL) that lies between the supervised and the unsupervised learning algorithms/techniques. The aim in the semi-supervised learning is to deduce a function grounded on lesser amount of labelled training dataset and huge amount of unlabelled dataset [63].

The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is one of the most widely adopted and naive statistical topic modeling algorithms. The basic idea behind LDA is that each document in the text corpus may be related to several different topics. LDA is clearly defined by its generative process, the process by which it is expected that each text document of the corpus is produced. In this generative model, it is supposed that each text document of the corpus is created mainly in two stages: in the first stage, the set of topics are selected for the text document based on the distribution of the topics. In the second stage, to generate each word in the text document, a topic is selected based on the distribution in the first stage, and then a word is arbitrarily chosen conferring to the distribution of words for each of the topics. In this manner, it generates a set of words and places it together as a text document. In this generative model, each of the text documents is characterized as a bag-of-words, that is, a naive characterization of a text as a multiset of words, ignoring grammar and the ordering of the words in the text document [64, 65].

The Support Vector Machines (SVM) are a group of SL ML algorithms, primarily utilized for classifications or/and regressions. The SVM method is basically grounded upon the statistical learning theory and the certain dimensions mentioned in [66, 67]. The purpose of the SVM technique is to create the optimal separating line aimed at categorizing all of the input data into various classes.

The thematic analysis is not an ML algorithm but a process/technique (manual or automatic) that involves exploring, identifying, extracting, and storing the patterns (or themes) that emerge within data at hand. Besides, the identified themes are basically the patterns that emerge across the datasets significant to the description of an occurrence and are related to a specific research question (RQ). Nevertheless, the themes are recognized by combining the modules or pieces of concepts or experiences, which are usually worthless when examined in separation. Finally, these themes ultimately serve as the categories for the analysis [68–70].

The outcome of this RQ revealed that there were mainly two different machine learning algorithms identified in the selected primary research studies. These machine learning algorithms basically fall into two types, comprising one SL, and eight USL ML algorithms. Besides, we also found three primary studies that used thematic analysis or qualitative coding techniques, as comprehensively summarized in Table 11. Table 11 also depicts that USL algorithms, specifically LDA, are the most popular/common type of machine learning algorithm, as they were utilized in eight primary research studies (averaging approximately 67%).

Besides, the FRs were identified in the four studies (e.g., S01, S07, S10, and S11) and the NFRs were also identified in the four selected studies (e.g., S02, S04, S06, and S08), respectively, out of the eight primary studies that used the LDA algorithm. SVM was the second most popular ML algorithm category (approximately 8.3%). It was quite interesting to observe that three of the selected primary studies (25%) did not use any algorithm and have used thematic coding or qualitative coding technique for identifying and classifying the different types of software requirements on the SO.

The detailed performance evaluations of all the ML algorithms and techniques of the selected studies of our SLR study are discussed in the results and discussion section of RQ4 (see Section 4.4).

### Table 9: Description of the data extraction form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bibliographic information</td>
<td>Authors, title of the paper, name and type of the organization, country, publication type and venue, and year of publication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study goal</td>
<td>The main intent of the selected primary research studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML algorithm/technique</td>
<td>The different types of the ML algorithms/techniques employed to identify and classify the software requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of the requirements</td>
<td>The different types of software requirements FRs/NFRs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process/approach</td>
<td>The process/approach used to identify the FRs/NFRs from posts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance evaluation</td>
<td>How were the performance and efficiency of the ML algorithms measured in the selected primary research studies and what were their actual outcomes?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 10: Papers reporting different types of software requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary papers</th>
<th>Type of software requirements</th>
<th>Support level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S01, S03, S07, S09, S10, S11, S12</td>
<td>FRs</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S02, S04, S05, S06, S08</td>
<td>NFRs</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
applying the machine learning algorithms approach to recognize or identify and categorize or classify the different types of software requirements on the SO. This whole process could possibly be classified into three (3) main stages or phases: the text preprocessing phase is the phase in which the irrelevant text from the data is removed (RQ3); the learning phase basically involves applying the actual different ML algorithms (addressed in RQ2); and finally the evaluation phase (addressed in RQ4) involves assessing or evaluating an ML algorithm’s approach to identify or recognize and categorize or classify the different types of software requirements on the SO as depicted in Figure 2.

The text preparation phase is the text preprocessing phase, where it takes textual data of SO Q&A as input and applies some NLP techniques to clean the textual data for further processing. A total of six different NLP preprocessing techniques were identified in the selected research papers as depicted in Table 12. The identified different preprocessing techniques are explained briefly as follows:

- **Stop words removal**: it is the process of removing certain auxiliary verbs (e.g., be, do, and have), conjunctions (e.g., and, or), and different articles (e.g., the, a, and an) from the text.
- **Case unification**: it is the process of converting the text into a uniform style, i.e., lowercase or uppercase.
- **Tokenization**: it is the process of splitting the sentence into words.
- **Stemming**: it is the process of stemming or reducing the words to their origin or roots. For instance, words like ‘goes,’ ‘gone,’ and “going” will be reduced to ‘go’.
- **Punctuations removal**: it is the process of removing different punctuations (e.g., commas, semicolons, question marks, and exclamation marks) from the text.

The outcome of this research question (RQ) revealed that approximately 66.67% of the selected studies used different preprocessing techniques. The remaining studies averaging approximately (33.33%) lack reporting about using any of the preprocessing steps. The different preprocessing approaches or techniques used in the selected research studies are the stop words removal (approx. 58.33%), case unification (approx. 50%), tokenization (approx. 41.66%), stemming (approx. 25%), punctuations removal (approx. 16.67%), and filtration (approx. 8.33%) as depicted in Table 12. These findings reveal that there is lack of using different appropriate and uniform NLP techniques for preprocessing the SO Q&A text.

As depicted in Figure 2, predefined data is a prerequisite for building or constructing FRs/NFRs classifiers using the various ML algorithms. Specifically, the SL machine learning algorithms need a prelabelled dataset, whereas the USL machine learning algorithms need a set of predefined groups or keywords. Besides, the SSL machine learning approaches, alike the SL machine learning approaches, also need a prelabelled dataset. This process is not been explicitly stated in the surveyed techniques/approaches of this SLR research study. In addition, most of the selected primary research studies treat the machine learning based methods as ‘black boxes’ and offer no explicit explanation on how actually all these machine learning methods work.

In the evaluation phase, the assessment of both the FRs/NFRs classifier is performed using several methods to find the efficacy of the classifiers. Besides, the performance evaluation of the techniques and results is discussed in the results and discussion section of RQ4 (see Section 4.4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>ML algorithms/technique</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Type of software requirements</th>
<th>Support level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USL</td>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>Thematic coding</td>
<td>Finding the hidden or latent topic(s) that the documents (posts) contain based on their probabilities</td>
<td>FRs (S01, S07, S10, and S11), NFRs (S02, S04, S06, and S08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>It is primarily used for classification and is grounded upon the statistical learning theory</td>
<td>FRs (S03 and S12), NFRs (S05)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4. RQ4: What Are the Methods Utilized to Assess the Performance of the Machine Learning Algorithms Applied in the Selected Studies? What Are the Performance Outcomes of the Reported ML Algorithms?

Out of the 12 selected research studies of this SLR study, merely 6 of them (averaging approx. 50%) have stated their performance evaluation criterion. Table 13 briefly sums up the four performance evaluation criteria recognized from the selected research studies and their respective outcomes.

It was quite significant to observe (as depicted in Table 13) that though the LDA and SVM were used in various selected research papers, their performance results considerably vary from one another. For instance, LDA performed well in S08; however it did not perform that good in the S11. In the S04, LDA got a fairly well recall outcome compared to the precision outcome. Nevertheless, all of the selected studies achieved considerably good recall results compared to the precision results irrespective of the ML algorithm applied, that is, LDA and SVM.

Amongst the four different performance evaluation criteria, the precision and the recall are deemed amongst the famous ones, trailed by the F-measure and the word and topic intrusion. In the following, we briefly describe how effectively the four measures are used to enumerate and...
evaluate the performances of the described ML techniques/ algorithms in the 12 selected research studies of the SLR study.

4.4.1. Precision and Recall Measures. Out of the 12 selected research papers of this SLR study that state their diverse performance measures, merely 4 of them (averaging approx. 41.66%) have properly employed these two matrices with the aim of effectively assessing the performance of the utilized machine learning techniques and algorithms. The precision measure could be defined as the aggregate number of correctly classified FRs/NFRs in ratio to the number of FRs/ NFRs retrieved. It is mathematically represented as $P = \frac{true\ positive}{true\ positive + false\ positive}$. Recall measures can be defined as the ratio of FRs/NFRs that have been correctly categorized/distributed and mathematically can be represented as $R = \frac{true\ positives}{true\ positives + false\ negatives}$ [73]. True positive basically characterizes the number of correctly classified software requirements (FRs/NFRs), the false positive characterizes the amount of incorrectly categorized/distributed diverse software requirements (FRs/ NFRs), and true negative signifies the amount of diverse software requirements (FRs/NFRs) correctly not categorized/distributed, whereas false negative is basically the amount of diverse software requirements (FRs/NFRs) incorrectly not classified [74].

The precision and recall evaluation measures are mostly used together [75], and there always exists a trade-off between them. Besides, the goal of the precision evaluation measure is to ensure that all of the retrieved diverse software requirements are correctly relevant, while the recall aims at retrieving all of the relevant diverse software requirements. Nevertheless, which value (Precision or Recall) is highly significant to quantify the identification or classification results can be considerably argued. The research studies S02, S04, S06, S08, and S09 emphasized on accomplishing a high recall value as it was considered that the accuracy of automatic software requirements labeling (FRs/NFRs) in the topics/posts is important. It is worth mentioning that the selected studies S02, S04, S06, S08, and S09 have achieved high recall rate which indicates the acceptability of accurately labeling or classifying the requirements (FRs/NFRs) identified. Among the selected 12 studies, S09 achieved high recall and precision rates followed by S04 and S08, which signifies the performance of the ML algorithms used.

Nevertheless, S09 viewed that precision was also equally significant if the recall was satisfactory for the automatic categorization/classification to ignore huge number of irrelevant diverse software requirements (FRs/NFRs) from...
being wrongly classified as pertinent (false positives). It is also evident from the values of both the precision and the recall as depicted in Table 13 that there are no studies that achieved higher recall and considerably lower precision results, or there were no such research papers that have achieved considerably higher precision and considerably lower recall results.

4.4.2. F-Measures. The F-measure takes into consideration both the precision and the recall measures and is basically the weighted average of the precision and recall measures. F-measure can be defined as \( F\text{-measure} = 2 \times \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}} \). We can also define the F-measure as the harmonic mean of precision and recall measures [76]. Only one (8.33%) of the selected primary research studies applied the F-measure. However, they did not give explicitly the reasons and importance of employing this measure in their study. They only claimed that this measure is commonly used for information extraction tasks. Nevertheless, they used this measure to integrate the precision and recall measures as the F-measure corresponds to the weighted average value of precision and recall measures [77] and then used the output value as a gauge for the performance evaluation.

4.4.3. Word and Topic Intrusion. Only one (averaging approx. 8.33%) of the selected studies used the word intrusion and topic intrusion method for evaluating the performance of the applied ML algorithm. The word intrusion method basically assesses the quality of the inferred topic(s) by computing their level of “cohesiveness.” The topic intrusion method assesses whether the content of a document matches with the topic(s) it has been allotted to, conferring to the human judgment [78]. The authors did not give any reasons for employing this measure in their study and just claimed to assess the performance of the used ML algorithm (topic modeling) following the stepwise guidelines of [78].

4.5. DQs: Who Are the Most Actively Participating Researchers? A total of 45 researchers appear as authors in the 12 primary papers selected by our study. We only report the top 10 active researchers, based on their number of published works. It is worth stating that the data allowed us to identify groups of researchers who often published collaborative works (e.g., Zou, Xu, Zhang and Yang and Ahmad, Li, Feng and Sun). Besides, all of the active researchers are affiliated with academic organizations. It is also worth mentioning that all of the active researchers, those with two publications, are based in China except one author (Pinto) who is based in Brazil. Moreover, all of the identified researchers are currently active. The identified top ten active researchers and their affiliations are depicted in Table 14.

4.6. DQs: Which Organizations Are the Most Active? We have identified a total of 13 different organizations based on the number of mentions in the selected studies. All of the identified organizations are academic institutions, and the majority is based in China. Table 15 shows a list of the ten most active organizations. It is noteworthy that there is no single study reported from the industry; thus, there is a huge imbalance and gap between the amount of research from academia and industry (100% academic, 0% industry), which highlights the need for research in industrial contexts, or in academia-industry collaborations.

4.7. DQs: Which Countries Are the Most Active Based on the Authors’ Affiliations? Based on the affiliations of all the authors, we have been able to identify seven different countries located in the four continents. The top three countries with the greatest representation are China, Canada, and Brazil. The rest of the countries do not reach a representation higher than 50% of the previous three. Figure 3 shows the number of authors whose affiliations belong to the seven countries with the number of mentions.

4.8. DQs: Which Are the Top Venues for the Publications? The outcome of this DQ revealed that the favorite venues for publication of the selected studies were mainly conferences with 50% of the primary works as depicted in Figure 4. The ACM/IEEE Working Conference on Mining Software Repositories, with the most significant primary papers published, topped the list of the most cited, as shown in Table 16. Combining with the workshops (16.7%), the conferences cover approximately 66.7% of the selected studies. Nonetheless, 33.3% of the papers, published in journals, are a worthy fact and provide a solid empirical basis, considering the quality and the standard prestige of publication venues (e.g., Information and Software Technology, Empirical Software Engineering, and IEEE Access). Table 16 shows the complete list of mentioned conferences, journals, and workshops.

Moreover, Figure 5 shows that the interest in identifying software requirements on SO has remained at a moderate level (approximately two papers per year) since 2014, with higher peaks in 2014, 2015, and 2017, respectively.

5. Findings, Limitations, and Open Issues

In this section, we will primarily discuss in brief some of the key research findings, the limitations of the reviewed ML approaches, and finally the open issues from our SLR results.

5.1. Key Findings of the SLR. Some of the significant findings that can be drawn from the SLR study are mentioned as follows:

The identified ML based techniques/approaches have considerably performed well by accomplishing an accuracy of approximately more than 70% in detecting/identifying and categorizing/classifying the software requirements (FRs and NFRs) on SO.

Overall, the SVM (SL algorithm) performed better than LDA (USL algorithm) though having the same recall...
but better precision/F-measures and was used in only one of the selected primary studies. Besides, among the reviewed ML algorithms, SVM proved to have the excellent performance, with LDA (USL algorithm) being the most recurrently utilized ML algorithm.

The machine learning algorithms seem to perform well when separate words are employed as features requests, rather than the different phrases. Likewise, the ML techniques/algorithms used in the selected studies tend to yield better results when the words used are in the original form, instead of performing some preprocessing steps (stemming and lemmatization, among others) on the words.

The key findings discussed above depict that despite of the fact of being still at the infancy stage of the research, the machine learning based methods have produced considerably good results for identifying and classifying software requirements (FRs/NFRs). This is deemed to be an encouraging prospect.

5.2. SLR Limitations. During this SLR study, we have noticed some limitations specifically related to reporting and evaluating the ML techniques used in the selected research studies discussed as follows.

5.2.1. Deficient Reporting Standards. Predefined data is a needed both for SL and USL algorithms: the SL algorithms need a labelled data, whereas the USL algorithms require predefined classifications and related terms to accomplish better performance. Nonetheless, before employing any machine learning algorithm (the SL or the USL algorithm), the machine learning methods must follow some phases to preprocess the input data (in our case the SO posts) and find the pertinent features for the machine learning algorithm. But, this process is not explicitly stated in the surveyed techniques in the selected research studies of our SLR study. Besides, the majority of the chosen primary research studies treat the machine learning approaches as ‘black boxes’ and offer no explicit explanation on how actually all these machine learning approaches work. Consequently, this makes the SLR study fairly challenging.

To guarantee the consistency of our SLR study, we have made a general process (see Figure 2) as a common framework to evaluate each of the selected studies individually. Moreover, we also thoroughly assessed the reported results of the selected studies to infer how the employed approaches worked.
5.2.2. Deficient Performance Evaluation Standards. In our SLR study, half of the selected research studies gave the evaluation results (6 out of 12 studies); the majority of them did not give the reasons behind using a certain performance evaluation technique. For instance, considering the precision and recall measure, the selected research studies did not entirely clarify which one was more significant: low recall and high precision measures or low precision and high recall measures. Besides, they did not state the reasons behind providing F-measure, word intrusion, and topic intrusion measure and not providing accuracy measure, or vice versa. Thus, we can conclude that the majority of the selected studies of our SLR study did not determine why they have used a certain technique that varies from others or how to describe their outcomes.

5.3. Open Issues. Through thorough assessment and thinking on this SLR study, we finally managed to identify five open issues normally confronted by practitioners or researchers, briefly explained as follows.
5.3.1. Need for Shared Standard Prelabelled Datasets. The first critical issue identified in the existing research is the deficiency of a standard prelabelled dataset. A preclassified standard dataset is mandatory to employ or utilize the SL algorithms more effectively. It considerably needs a lot of efforts and time to develop such a standard dataset. Besides, it needs the pool of real-life FRs/NFRs, the standard classification of these requirements FRs/NFRs, and the validation of the classifications from researchers and practitioners (domain experts). As per our knowledge, unfortunately there are no shared prelabelled datasets available; developing a shared prelabelled dataset can assist the researchers/practitioners to perform more experimentation and offer benchmarks for future performance. Nonetheless, the abundance of such prelabelled dataset will not only solve the problem of automated learning, but also aid in improving the systematic authentication of such applications.

5.3.2. Need for Standardized Nonfunctional Requirements. RE plays a key role in any software project. Specifically, the role of NFRs is considered significant and critical to the ultimate success of any type of software projects [79]; nonetheless, till now the RE community (both researchers and practitioner) could not develop a consensus on what actually nonfunctional requirements (NFRs) are and how effectively can they be classified and represented [79]. Subsequently, there exists a plethora of varied terms (e.g., qualities, attributes, properties, characteristics, constraints, and performance) used to define the nonfunctional requirements, ultimately causing not only terminologies, but also vast conceptual differences [79].

The variety in the definitions of the NFRs ultimately causes different classification of the NFRs. Our SLR results show that only few of the selected studies (e.g., S04 and S08) used the same NFRs categorization while S05 used a different category. Thus, there is a need for standard definition and framework of NFRs which will ultimately assist future researchers to do more consistent experimentation.

Along with the problems of the standardized definition and categorization or classification of the NFRs, the third challenge is the proper NFRs representation: till now there is no standard agreement on how uniformly the NFRs could possibly be described and particularly what precise level of detail is desired [79]. One possible effect is that an NFR might turn into a functional requirement, dependent upon how you describe or express it. For instance, the software requirements example stated by Glinz [79], “the probability for successful access to the customer data by an unauthorized person shall be smaller than 10−5,” is actually an NFR. Nevertheless, if we further polish this software requirement to “the database shall grant access to the customer data only to those users that have been authorized by their user name and password,” it eventually converts to a functional requirement.

These three aforementioned issues make the different machine learning algorithms quite problematic, as they could possibly be merely trained and utilized for particular NFRs with particular terminologies and categorization. They specifically could not be generalized or scaled up. These issues ultimately make the automated categorization/classification of the software requirements quite difficult and easily disposed to errors. Moreover, these sorts of issues create difficulties for comparing and evaluating the performance of similar methods or techniques and to set up some performance milestones.

5.3.3. Finding and Selecting Useful Features. Mining and extracting precisely the valuable features from the SO posts is a challenging task. The ML approaches utilized by the selected research studies do not necessarily offer significant features. In the USL ML approaches (LDA), the features were either too abstract or worthless. For instance, the abstract features adapted by S06 are, for example, ‘failed’ and ‘fails’ for reliability and the features adopted by S08 are, for example, ‘user’ and ‘friend’ for usability. Besides, in S06 the “node” and “code” can be deemed as worthless features for the category of the usability. On the other hand, the SL approaches too revealed considerable performance; however, no clear examples of insufficient or inappropriate features were reported which can be discussed here.

It is obvious that worthless features could considerably cause the surge in the number of the false positives and will ultimately lead to the poor performance of the classifiers. Nevertheless, this also hints that the classifiers can be limited in effectively recognizing and extracting NFRs from the domain for which they are trained leading to creating the overfitting problem. We also think that the SL approaches might not be enough capable of bing effectively useful with a diverse style of writing in the similar domains.

Besides, the text of SO posts is considerably in various lengths (shorter or longer) and composition (code written inside texts) compared to the sentences utilized in routine language. These likely cause the lower cooccurrences of the words and the sparse features. Thus, we think that identifying and extracting precisely the meaningful features for NFRs is still an open challenging issue which needs more investigations in the future.

5.3.4. Need for Sentiment Analysis. The selected studies of our SLR study revealed that all the ML approaches (both the SL and USL) and other techniques did not perform any sentiment analysis. For instance, they just found the list of requirements (FRs/NFRs) from the SO posts and did not further analyze the extracted requirements. More specifically, they just treated all the extracted requirements as “black box” and none of the selected studies further classified whether the extracted requirements are feature requests, bug reports, praise, and positive or negative, among others. Thus, one possible way of addressing and performing the sentiment analysis would be adopting the work of [80, 81] for Q&A posts. Nevertheless, another challenging issue that needs to be addressed is investigating the suitability of adopting different sentiment analysis techniques as reported in [82–85] for our domain.
6. Validity Threats

In this study, we have considered the five most frequently reported validity threats of software engineering research [60, 86]. These validity threats include descriptive validity, interpretive validity, theoretical validity, generalizability, and reliability. In the subsequent sections, each of these validity threats is discussed in detail.

6.1. Descriptive Validity. This type of validity is associated with the threats to a person’s ability to apprehend and document the observations in an objective and accurate way. In SLR, the most significant activity related to this kind of threat is the precise extraction of data since the researchers’ bias may affect the type and quantity of the extracted data. Besides, there might be variations in the interpretation, meaning, and description of the extracted data among researchers. To minimize this threat, the authors arranged work sessions using examples to realize a uniform methodology for determining how and what data need to be extracted. To accomplish this aim, we designed a form called DEF, which was unanimously agreed upon by all the authors. To ensure uniformity and traceability and ultimately reduce the researcher’s bias, every entry in the DEF was commented that linked the value assigned by the researcher to a specific text in the original source. Finally, two of the researchers independently reviewed every piece of data extracted, and agreement sessions were arranged whenever there is a discrepancy in the outputs or situations when some descriptive problems arose.

6.2. Interpretive Validity. This kind of validity threats is also called conclusions validity, as they might occur while figuring out any conclusions. Nevertheless, again, the main threat is the researchers’ bias when comprehending the extracted data.

To minimize this threat, we applied two different mechanisms. First, regular sessions were arranged after the data extraction, to make sure that all the authors agreed on the correct interpretation of the results, a set of coding rules, and their effects. Secondly, four of the authors in two independent teams acquired the conclusions from the results. Besides, the first author steered, matched, and combined the conclusions, harmonizing the writing style. Finally, all of the authors double-checked the conclusions to ensure that they could be traceable to all of the previous results stored in the DEF.

6.3. Theoretical Validity. This is one of the crucial types of validity threats that contain the highest risk. There are many activities that are mostly affected which are searching and selecting primary papers; nonetheless individual researchers’ bias during data extraction (descriptive validity) is also a crucial factor. The main problem related to the search process is the inability to discover all the related available evidence. During the selection process, three challenging situations may occur: selection of the irrelevant papers, or exclusion of the relevant papers, or both. Some other threats are publication bias towards positive results and the quality of the selected works, which ultimately have impact on the data extracted and the acquired conclusions.

To reduce the threat to the search process, we developed the automated search strings from the diverse key terms generated from our defined set of the research questions (RQs), keywords from the research publications retrieved by a pilot search, and the list of various synonyms. Besides, we performed an automated search in four separate electronic database sources. The protocol to perform the search process is detailed in Search Strategy (Section 3.2). The details concerning the selection process and the protocol followed to minimize the theoretical validity threats can be found in Research Paper Selection Criteria (Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria) (Section 3.3).

6.4. Generalizability. There are two types of validity threats that need to be considered under this validity category, namely, internal validity threat and external validity threat. Both of these types are related to the possibility of generalizing the results, within the groups known as internal validity or between the groups known as external validity.

Internal generalizability is related to the validity of our results within other groups identifying software requirements on SO. This validity is reliant on the selected primary paper because of the diversity in reported contexts (type of Q&A, number of Q&A, techniques or algorithms used, domain, assessed metrics, and so on) and the low number of primary studies. It is also dependent upon the fact that the quality of the reported information is also low, due to the scarcity of enough details.

External generalizability is primarily related to other external groups or communities. We did not investigate the identification of software requirements in other settings different from the SO. All of the selected studies deal with identification of software requirements on SO. Henceforth, it is impossible to make judgments regarding other contexts.

To lessen the possible internal generalizability threat, we depend upon the objectivity of the data extraction process and form (DEF) and the SLR protocol to assess the results and acquire significant conclusions. Nonetheless, due to the sample size (12 primary studies), the generalization of the results cannot be guaranteed by our study and needs more investigation.

6.5. Reliability. This kind of the validity threat is concerned about the capability of other researchers to replicate the work and to get similar outcomes. It is challenging to
replicate the experiments in the software engineering domain [41]; nevertheless SLR is an objective mechanism that assists the critical facets of this replication. By providing adequate detailed data on the different information sources (e.g., research databases, search engines, and search strings), well defined exclusion and inclusion criteria, an objective DEF, and granting access to all of the data, comprising those obtained in intermediary processes, the probabilities of other researchers to replicate the study increase.

To improve the reliability of our work, we conducted a comprehensive report of the entire process pursued, from the start of the protocol to the final conduction phase. Lastly, to minimize the validity threats during the conduction phase of this work, we described the rubrics used for the self-evaluation, pursuing the detailed procedures defined by Kitchenham et al. [25, 26].

7. Conclusions

This research study reports comprehensively the planning, conducting, and execution phases of the SLR work on using ML techniques for recognizing diverse software requirements on the SO online Q&A platform. The SLR study was primarily based on the identification, analysis, and classification of 12 selected primary studies that were published until May 2020. The authors have thoroughly investigated several RQs pertaining to what machine learning algorithms/techniques have been effectively utilized for diverse software requirements identification/recognition on the SO, assessed the actual working of these approaches/techniques, and eventually identified the performance measures that have been utilized to assess these techniques or approaches. The authors have thoroughly investigated addressing these RQs and provided a systematic comprehension of the identified machine learning based techniques.

One of the conclusive points that come from the SLR outcomes is that properly using machine learning algorithms to extract or identify software requirements on the SO platform is a very challenging job, as it needs suitable techniques to elicit features and to identify and categorize/classify the text. For the SL machine learning approaches, a prelabelled dataset is compulsory as well. On the other side, comparing with the old-fashioned manual classification methods, using machine learning approaches can possibly support in improving the identification and extraction process of the NFRs, as it decreases the human labours and mistakes. This SLR revealed that machine learning algorithms, specifically SVM (SL algorithm), possess great potential in the RE domain, as they have proved to have considerably better performance, LDA (USL algorithm) is the most widely used machine learning algorithm, and the precision and recall are amongst the commonly utilized evaluation methods to measure the performance of these machine learning algorithms in the selected research studies.

Our SLR study, being of an empirical research nature, pointed out several avenues for future researchers, in terms of not only tackling the gaps identified, but also developing new and improved machine learning methods. We have thoroughly discussed the suggestions derived from this SLR study in Key Findings (see Section 5.1), Limitations (see Section 5.2), and some of the avenues for future researchers in the open issues (see Section 5.3).

In conclusion, our SLR findings advocate that this area of research is neglected before and believe that our SLR study is the first step in improving the knowledge base, as it briefly reported the outcomes of all the recent developments related to the RE research on SO. Another interesting finding from our SLR revealed that it appears like this domain is passing through a prescientific phase: all the selected studies analyzed in our SLR seldom compared themselves with the existing works. Finally, we conclude that this SLR study calls for the effective collaboration venture between the RE and machine learning researchers or practitioners to tackle the open challenges confronted in the development of the real world machine learning applications to the enormous field of RE.
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